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All rights reserved 

The content of this documentation and other documentation and training materials provided, 

is the property of Noetica and is strictly confidential. You may not reproduce any part of this 

document without the prior consent of Noetica. 

We believe that the information in our documentation and training materials is reliable, and 

we have taken much care in its preparation. However, we cannot accept any responsibility, 

financial or otherwise, for any consequences (including loss of profit, or indirect, special or 

consequential damages) arising from the use of this material. There are no warranties that 

extend beyond the program specification. 

You must exercise care to ensure that your use of the software is in full compliance with 

laws, rules and regulations of the jurisdictions with respect to which it is used. 

The information contained in this document may change. We may issue revisions from time 

to time to advice of changes or additions. We operate a policy of constantly improving and 

enhancing our application software. There is a possibility, therefore, that the format of screen 

display and printed output shown in this documentation may differ slightly from that provided 

in the software. It is our policy to update this documentation whenever a major release of 

software takes place. 
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REPORTING METRICS IN SYNTHESYS 

Reporting metrics in Synthesys allow users to group scripted app outcomes such as 

Decision Maker Contact (DMC), Sales and Enquiries, to simplify running reports and to 

assist with dialler performance. 

Reporting metrics are defined in the Synthesys Interaction Studio, using either the Metrics 

section or the Conclusion wizard. Both display the same grid with pre-defined metric 

names.  Users can assign a value to one or more of these metric names, as required.   

The specified metrics are written to the Phoenix_Metrics table at runtime, when agents 

pass through the Metrics section, or on finishing a call.   

Using the Phoenix_Metrics table, together with the Phoenix_Metrics_Definition and 

Phoenix_Statistics table, users can run call-centre wide reports on defined outcomes across 

campaigns (e.g., number of calls, number of DMC contacts, number of sales and value of 

sales), without having to look at specific tables. 
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Assigning Values in the Metrics Section 

To add a metrics section to your scripted app in the Synthesys Interaction Studio: 

• Select the icon from the Scripted app Blocks column of the Toolbox. 

• Enter a name for the metrics section in the Block Name page of the wizard. 

• In the Metric Variables page, you can set one or more of the metric values, as 
required, selecting the relevant option from the drop down menu, or using a 
calculation (ensuring data type match). 

      

 

The available reporting metrics are as follows: 

 

  Option       Data Type   Description 

Call Outcome String The Call Outcome Metric can be used to standardize the 

outcome of a scripted app across multiple campaigns. 

I.e. in all campaigns mark the outcome to Sale, if a sale 

has been made, as you can then total up the Sales for a 

particular Agent in the database, irrespective of the 

campaign the call was made in. 

DMC Boolean True/ False. To specify if agents spoke to DMC (Decision 

Maker Contact). 

Secondary Success Boolean True/ False. Call was successful by some secondary 

measure (for example upsell made). 

Secondary Value Numeric Numeric. Value of sale, for example. 

Success Boolean True/ False. Call was successful (for example sale made, 

brochure requested, appointment made). 

Success Value Numeric Numeric. Value of upsell for example. 
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Assigning Values in the Conclusion Wizard 

Metrics can also be defined in the conclusion flags, setting metric values in the Conclusion 

Metrics page of the conclusion wizard. 

• Select the icon from the Scripted app Blocks column of the Toolbox. 

• Enter a name for the conclusion in the Conclusion Name and Result page of the 
wizard. 

• In the Conclusion Metrics page, set one or more of the metric values, as required, 
selecting the relevant option from the drop down menu, or using a calculation 
(ensuring data type match). 

 

      

 

Once the call has been concluded at run time in the Synthesys Portal, the results are written 

to the Phoenix_Metrics table containing the sequence ID, the Metric ID, and the value 

assigned.  

This enables users to report on DMC, Sales, Sales value etc. in a standard manner across 

campaigns, from a central location that stores the metrics assigned. 
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